
 TUESDAY 

Revision spellings for all of this week  

January February August  September  October  November  

December  Christmas  Halloween  Easter  holidays Autumn 

Limerick  Tipperary  Kilkenny  Monaghan  Donegal  Galway  

Roscommon  Province  Munster  Leinster  Connacht  Ulster  

 

Mental Maths: Monday and Tuesday  

Tables: x6 

Gaeilge: (1) Re-read P144/145 (whole story) 

                (2) P149 G   

                To make plural you have to add an “i” before the last letter, except when before a  

                Double consonant like in crann-crainn 

                  The translation of the sentences is below 

1. In the morning there wasn’t a cloud in the sky but there were lots of clouds in the 
evening  

2. Seán took one picture of the band. Síofra took pictures of the band and the crowd  
3. One hill was higher than the other hill  
4. Síofra ate one sweet but Seán ate the other sweets  
5. Oisín got a bike and Seán and Síofra got bikes  
6. Aoife put her name on her hurley because it was like the others  

 

Maths: Chapter 25: Number sentences   

(1) 157 C,D,E – Just Q1-3 in each   (Remember from last chapter. The order in which 

you do a sum is (1) Multiplication (2) Division (3) Addition (4) Subtraction  

 

English:  

1. Read Pg 270/271 Up & Running- discuss with reading partner what you know about 

Hitler & World War 2 

2. Do F Pg 275- Put words in sentences 

 

 

 

 



 

WEDNESDAY  

Mental Maths: Wednesday 

Tables: x7 

Gaeilge: (1) Read P146 B (First half of interview)  (Video attached to email)   

                (2) P149 H – the missing letters are “t” or th”  

                The sentences translate as  - the place was crowded  

                                                                 - they stood on the side of the stage  

                                                                 - The concert was ok  

                                                                - The concert was fantastic  

 

Maths: (1) P158 A  

              (2) P158 C  

 

English   

1. Read Pg 272- Discuss a connection you can make to Pg 272 

2. Do B 1-8 Pg 274  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

THURSDAY 

Mental Maths: Thursday 

Tables: x8 

Gaeilge: (1) Read all of P 146 B (video attached to email)  

                (2) P150 I – top half – match the sentence to the person 

Tá said chomh hard = They were so high  
Tá sé seo chomh greannmhar = This is so funny  
Beag an seans, a Sheáin = Small chance, Seán 
Buafaidh mé gan dabht = I will win without a doubt  
I am so strong 

      

Maths: (1) P 159 A Q1  

(2) P159B  Q1-6 

 As it says in the blue box, an empty box is called a frame  

Hence 7a is        72 - =12  

          7b is          x 6 = 24 

          8a is         55 +  = 96 

          8b is          / 11 = 2   

                                    

English  

1. Read Pg 273- Up & Running-  Discuss with reading partner what you know about 

Auschwitz.  

2. Pg 274 C & D 

          

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

FRIDAY 

Spellbound:  Revise 30 spellings from Monday  

                        Do spelling test on the 30 revision spellings  

Mental Maths: Friday 

Tables: Test on x6/7/8 

Gaeilge: (1) P152 A – Translation is below, highlighted words are the verbs 

The final will be on next Sunday. I am looking forward to it. I will go there with my friends. Mum 
will come with us too. I will bring my flag too. Mum will make sandwiches to bring with us. I will 
see the President. I will listen to the band singing “Amhrán na Bhfiann”. I will eat my sandwiches 
at half time. Wait until you see, Seamus will be on the ball and will get a goal  

 

Maths: (1) P160 B Q1 +2   (Remember the order: (), multiplication, division,addition,  

             Subtraction   

             (2) P160 C Q1              0.1 = 1/10        0.3=3/10              0.5 = ½         0.9 = 9/10 

             (3) P160 C Q2             0.2=2/10         0.8 = 8/10 or 4/5      0.6 = 6/10 or 3/5     0.3 =3/10 

 

English  

1. Re-read full story Pg 270-273 

2. Do E Pg 275- re-write the passage.   

                                                                         

              

  

 

 

 

 

 



 

• Continue to keep a daily diary – 4/5 sentences every day. It will be a nice memento 

in years to come 

• Get at least 30 minutes exercise every day 

• I’m sure a lot of you are watching the school hub on RTE. There is also an Irish 

programme like it called Cúla4 ar Scoil on every day around 10/11 am. 

 

Answers from Abair liom from last week 

P146 C  (Monday) – the second part of the answer is pretty hard to figure out to be honest  

1. Conas a bhí an fhéile                         Thar barr or go hiontach  

2. Conas a bhí an cluiche                       Go dona (The other team just got a goal, I think!!)  

3. Conas a bhí an scannán                    Thar barr or go hiontach  

4. Conas a bhí an cheolchoirm             Ceart go leor  

P 148 1-5 (Tuesday) 

1. Rachaidh mé  

2. Rachaimid  

3. Rachaidh Seán  

4. Rachaidh tú 

5. Rachaidh sibh 

 

P148 – bottom of the page  (Wednesday)  

An rachaimid        Ní bheidh       Déarfaidh sí      Tiocfaidh      Feicfimid     Cloisfimid    Íosfaimid  

Déanfaidh      Tabharfaidh sí       Gheobhaidh mé  

 

P145 A – Thursday and Friday (The boys answers might vary slightly and still be right  

1. Chuaigh Síofra go dtí féile rac-cheol  

2. Chuaigh Seán, Liam agus Daid in éineacht léi. 

3. Bhí said ag an 3Arena go luath chun áit mhaith a fháil  

4. Thosaigh gach duine ag léim suas síos   

5. Bhí radharc iontach ag Síofra nuair a cur Seán suas ar a ghuaillí í 

6. Chabhraigh beirt bhan le Síofra nuair a thit sí 

7. Thosaigh Síofra ag caoineadh mar ní raibh sí ábalta aon rud a fheceáil (She started crying 

because she couldn’t see anything) 

8. Bhí gliondar croí ar na páistí mar labhair duine amháin díobh léi. They were delighted 

because one of the band talked to them)  

 

  


